Internship: Development of a Web Based Inventory Management

Job description

In general we are looking for students (f/m/div*) with the willingness to work in a challenging environment within a highly motivated team. Apply now for this internship!

In your new role you will:

- Get an overview about current inventory solution
- Build an Implementation Setup based on Company Guidelines
- Implement the given User Stories accordingly
- Implement a relational database
- Implement Software Tests to verify your Implementations

Further information:

Duration: Temporary / Part-time or Full-time  
Start: August 2020

Profile

You are best equipped for this task if you have:

- Study Information Technology, Electrical Engineering or related
- Knowledge in object oriented programming
- Knowledge in web application architectures and basics in agile development as well as relational databases
- Experience with Windows, Unix and Linux
- Good communication skills and self management
- Ability to create creative, effective and dynamic solutions
- English skills, German is desired

This position is subject to the collective agreement for workers and employees in the electrical and electronics industry. Bachelor students receive a compensation of **1,914.45 Euro** gross p.m. (Full-time basis for Bachelor students) and Master students receive a compensation of **2,242.19 Euro** gross p.m. (Full-time basis for Master students).

Please attach the following documents to your application:

- Motivation letter
- CV
- Certificate of matriculation at a university
- Transcript of records
- Highest completed educational certificate (Matura certificate for Bachelor students, Bachelor certificate for Master students)